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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
Until the advent of mass-production, all flatware (forks, knives, spoons, serving pieces, etc.) was produced, piece 
by piece, by hand.  Because these items were made by hand, for the hand, each individual piece reflected the 
artistry of the maker and the needs of the consumer.  Each piece was designed to fulfill a specific function, to 
please the eye and to feel good in the hand.  Because the maker (i.e. silversmith) brought to each piece his own 
unique, individual sense of design, an infinite variety of flatware patterns (styles) was possible.  The quality and 
individuality of the designs, coupled with the beauty and value of the material, made these pieces treasured 
heirloom items.  Much of this handwrought flatware, either as entire collections, or as individual pieces, passed 
down through generations. 
 
With the introduction of mass-production technology, the hand- fabrication of silver flatware, for all intents and 
purposes, ended.  The studio designer/craftsperson could not compete, on the basis of cost or time, with large-
scale machine production.  The use of sterling silver as the material of choice, in similar fashion, declined 
dramatically with the introduction of low-maintenance stainless steel.  But at what cost?  Rather than unlimited 
stylistic choices, we are now presented with a relatively small selection of monotonous, mass-produced patterns, 
designed for ease of manufacture and low-cost production.  Instead of individual pieces of flatware designed for 
specific usage, we have a meager selection of generic, multi-use pieces.  Mass-produced stainless flatware is 
seldom treasured enough to pass along to our children. 
 
Once we delighted in the soft, white luster of sterling silver.  Do we marvel at the steely grey luster of stainless 
steel?  Most of us prize our individuality, yet how often do we stop to think, when picking up a mass-produced 
fork, that our fork is identical to the fork in a million other hands?  In fact, how often do we think about that fork 
(or spoon, or knife) at all? 
 
Participants will explore the design and execution of handwrought sterling silver flatware (e.g. forks, spoons, 
serving pieces, etc.).  Topics will include: design aesthetics and functional considerations; various modes of 
production (e.g. one-piece construction; forged; multiple-unit soldered assembly; etc.); forming and fabrication 
techniques; refinement and final finishing. Individuality of design will be encouraged.  Competent metalworking 
and soldering skills required. 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 
IMPORTANT - What you bring with you is what you can count on having on hand to work with. I have listed 
below suggestions for tools and supplies that you should try to bring with you. Particularly in the case of metal, I 
strongly advise you to bring as much as you can. The school has a limited budget and may not be able to stock 
large quantities.  Do the best you can! 
- Forging Hammer(s) – Arrowmont has some hammers, but you may wish to bring your own. If you do wish to 

have your own forging hammer, I suggest that you purchase one from Allcraft Tools in NYC, which carries 
fully-dressed and polished, ready-to-use forging hammers in three sizes: ‘light-weight’ (500 gram/1.1 lb. 
head); ‘medium-weight’ (1000 gram/2.2 lb. head); and ‘heavy-weight’ (1,500 gram/3.3 lb. head). All working 
surfaces have been ground smooth, and are polished bright. The heavier the hammer, the more efficiently it 
moves metal. I recommend the 1000 gram hammer. (NOTE: SUPPLIES MAY BE LIMITED, SO PLACE ORDERS 
AS FAR IN ADVANCE AS POSSIBLE TO INSURE AVAILABILITY AND TIMELY DELIVERY!). If you get a hammer 
elsewhere, you’ll probably need to dress the working faces; any sharp edges, corners, etc. must be sanded or 
ground, and the faces polished. 

- 3” or 4” dividers 
- assorted pliers 
- *scriber 
- *center punch 



- *EARPLUGS!!! 
METAL: It is impossible for me to suggest specific amounts of various gauges of silver to bring because you will 
all be designing and making different pieces.  Start thinking about pieces you might like to make and use the 
following list as a general guideline.  BETTER TOO MUCH THAN TOO LITTLE!  Bring what you can. 
 
For Constructed Pieces: 

-small spoon bowls - 18 or 20 gauge sheet 
-larger spoon bowls or serving spoons - 16 gauge sheet 
-forks (tine section) - 12 gauge sheet 
-ladles/large spoon bowls - 16 gauge sheet 
-handles (solid) - 12 gauge, 14 gauge. or 16 gauge sheet; or 4 ga, square rod (for forging) 
-handles (hollow) - 20 or 22 gauge sheet 
-stems (connections between handles and 'working  end' of spoons, forks, etc. - 8 or 10 gauge square wire 

for smaller pieces and 4 or 6 gauge for larger ladles, etc.) 
 
For Forged Pieces: 

-*4 gauge (best) or 6 gauge square wire 
 and/or 

 
- emery sticks (assorted dowels and flat wood strips around which you can wrap abrasive paper) 
- carbide rotary file (1/4” and/or 3/8” diameter) 
- wire coat hanger 
 
Suggested Suppliers 
Allcraft (Tevel Herbstman) hammers; tools 
135 West 29th Street 
New York, NY  10001 
(800) 645-7124 
 
Hauser & Miller Co. silver 
10950 Lin-Valle Dr. 
St. Louis, MO 63123 
(800) 535-3829 
 
Cliff Carroll's Horseshoers Supplies, Inc. 
245 W. Perry Park Ave. 
Larkspur, Colorado 80118 
United States 
Phone: 303-681-2643 
Fax: 303-681-2343 
http://cliffcarroll.com/contents/en-us/d1.html 
 
35 Lb. Anvil, polished and ready to use. Great anvil, great price! 
(currently $178.00 + shipping as I write. UPS can deliver via standard Ground) 

! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $75.00-$180.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   



 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

entdolf@aol.com 
 


